Flexible Modeling of Genetic Effects on Function-Valued Traits.
Genome-wide association studies commonly examine one trait at a time. Occasionally they examine several related traits with the hope of increasing power; in such a setting, the traits are not generally smoothly varying in any way such as time or space. However, for function-valued traits, the trait is often smoothly varying along the axis of interest, such as space or time. For instance, in the case of longitudinal traits such as growth curves, the axis of interest is time; for spatially varying traits such as chromatin accessibility, it would be position along the genome. Although there have been efforts to perform genome-wide association studies with such function-valued traits, the statistical approaches developed for this purpose often have limitations such as requiring the trait to behave linearly in time or space, or constraining the genetic effect itself to be constant or linear in time. Herein, we present a flexible model for this problem-the Partitioned Gaussian Process-which removes many such limitations and is especially effective as the number of time points increases. The theoretical basis of this model provides machinery for handling missing and unaligned function values such as would occur when not all individuals are measured at the same time points. Furthermore, we make use of algebraic refactorizations to substantially reduce the time complexity of our model beyond the naive implementation. Finally, we apply our approach and several others to synthetic data before closing, with some directions for improved modeling and statistical testing.